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Abstract
Through the use of a video, a writing assignment, and class discussions, students in a junior level
engineering technology course were exposed to and asked to consider and discuss some of social
and economic issues associated with various projects. A survey prior to these experiences was
used to assess student awareness of the social an economic aspects of civil engineering projects in
general and a highway by-pass and large dam in particular. Students then watched a video on
large dams and were assigned to write about the social and economic issues associated with large
dams. In addition they were asked to discuss the social and economic issues of a local project of
their choice. After the assignment, class discussion was used to highlight some of the social and
economic issues encountered in each project. Student feedback on this learning experience was
also obtained.
Introduction
Civil engineering technology students prepare for technical careers in a profession in which the
social and economic implications of a project are often as important as the technical aspects. As
such, their education should not only include learning the technical aspects of their discipline, but
also should provide opportunities to develop a sense of awareness regarding the social and
economic implications of a variety of civil engineering projects. ABET1 recognizes this need and
requires engineering technology programs to include such issues in the curriculum.
Professional issues can be incorporated into the engineering technology curriculum. One example
would be to include social and economic impacts as part of new or revised courses dealing with
sustainable development. 2 Another possibility exists in programs offering courses utilizing servicelearning with community-based design projects.3 To fully realize the benefits of service-learning,
a structured reflection component should be used to consider the social impacts of technology.3
In one engineering technology program,4 a required course in Designing for the Environment has
been proposed to better address this need. At one institution, economic, social and cultural
impacts have been incorporated into a web-based Environmental Impact Assessment course.5
Lower level courses that teach engineering design concepts6 or introduction to engineering
courses7 often include some discussion of social and economic issues.
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Incorporating professional issues such as the social and economic impact of engineering projects
into the curriculum is best accomplished throughout the undergraduate curriculum.3 Instructors
must take opportunities to include these within discipline specific courses where the relation
between the technical aspects taught in class and real world applications will be most apparent for

students. Repeated exposure to such issues helps reinforce students’ understanding of why
consideration of the social and economic impacts of engineering projects is important.
When discussing how civil engineering projects affect society and the economy, students often
focus more easily on the social and economic benefits of civil engineering projects. They envision
how a dam forming a new water supply reservoir, improved water and wastewater treatment, or
new highways improve the potential of an area for economic development. They see how
developing a site and constructing a new school or hospital may improve the quality of life in a
municipality. What they may fail to see is the detrimental effects of such projects. The negative
impact on the natural environment resulting from a dam or large development project, the
economic failure of main street businesses after by-passing a small town with a new highway, the
effect of different highway alignments or bridge locations on a community, or the decline of inner
city economies resulting from suburban development are examples that students may not easily
see, but may be significant issues for projects they will encounter during their careers. Developing
an appreciation of such issues should be an important aspect of their engineering technology
education.
Students Involved
The students involved were juniors in a B.S. degree program in Civil Engineering Technology
(CET). The course was Soil Engineering, a four-credit course that includes a laboratory. The
course is designated as “writing enhanced” by the University indicating that 25% of the course
grade is based on writing assignments. In addition, feedback and opportunities for revision are
provided by a student peer-review process. 8 There were 25 students in the class.
Initial Assessment Survey
Prior to asking students to consider the social and economic effects of typical civil engineering
projects, students completed a brief survey to assess their awareness of the importance of these
issues in civil engineering projects. A copy of the survey is included in Appendix A. The results
of the survey are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of Initial Assessment Survey
Issue Students Considered
I feel I am generally aware of the impacts civil
engineering projects have on society and the
economy
(1 Agree – 5 Disagree)
Most large civil engineering projects have little
to no impact on society or a community
(1 Agree – 5 Disagree)
Most large civil engineering projects have little
to no impact on the economy beyond those
employed in design and construction
(1 Agree – 5 Disagree)

Average Student Response
1.68

4.84

4.52
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As can be seen in this table, students generally feel that they are aware of the impacts civil
engineering projects have on society and the economy. They also strongly believe large projects

have an impact on society. They also believe that large projects do have an impact on the
economy beyond those employed in design and construction. The strong response of students
indicating a high level of awareness and understanding of these issues suggests that students have
developed some sense of awareness by their junior year.
Follow up questions had students consider a large dam project and a highway by-pass project and
list the positive and negative impacts such projects would have on the economy and social
landscape of a local community. Table 2 summarizes the most common responses provided.
Table 2. Summary of Student Response Discussing Impact of Selected Projects
A large dam is to be constructed in rural area of a developing nation to create a large lake
to provide water for irrigation and for generating electricity
Question
How do you think such a dam would help the
developing nation’s economy?

How might such a project hurt the economy?

How do you think building this large project
would benefit the social landscape of the
developing nation?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student Responses
Supply energy
Create jobs
Supply water for agriculture
Benefits power companies
Opportunity for growth
Tourism benefiting the economy
Fishing, boating and recreation
Could be a national landmark
No impact (5)
Financial strain on country
May have to raise taxes to build it
Catastrophe if it fails
Eliminates former land use
May eliminate local jobs
Destroys natural resources
Affects fish migration
Only benefit few if privately owned
May negatively affect those living nearby
Costs for maintenance
National pride
Appear as a more advanced society
Bring respect to nation
Nice appearance, beautify area
Better economy = happier people
Tourism and recreational aspects
Provides need for educated people
Attract a lot of people
More people will move to cities supplied water & electricity
Lower cost electricity spurs development
Variety of jobs created
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How do you think building this large project
would (could) hurt the social landscape of the
developing nation?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No impact (3)
Destroy natural beauty of land
Debates and protests against project cause negative
interaction
Political nightmare
Interfere with travel
Could cause a disaster if it fails
Population shift into area could disrupt local community
People may have to move from area
Affects natural flow of river
Noise and dust during construction
Possible pollution/environmental issues
Benefits big city, not local rural area
Appearance may look out of place
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Table 2. Summary of Student Response Discussing Impact of Selected Projects (continued)
A highway bypass project is proposed around a community in western Pennsylvania
Question
How do you think a highway bypass project
would help the local economy?

How do you think a highway bypass project
would hurt the local economy?

How do you think a highway bypass project
would benefit the social landscape in the
community?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student Responses
Decrease traffic congestion
Decrease noise
Less pollution
Create jobs for construction and maintenance
Provide easier access to area
Jobs created to serve drivers’ needs
More people may move to area because of easy access
Bring more traffic/people to the area
Promotes community expansion
Helps local employment short term
Faster access to other areas
More traffic = more business
Ability to move goods quicker through area
Eliminate truck traffic on local streets
None
People bypass many local businesses
Costly to build and maintain – may raise taxes
Community may not want growth
Decrease value and appearance of nearby homes
Easier access OUT of area for jobs
Local businesses suffer and close – community must raise
taxes
Bigger businesses would prevail over smaller ones
Access to local businesses from bypass is limited
More traffic, less privacy
Able to travel to town without all the traffic
Make things more accessible
Less traffic in town will make people feel safer, make area
more desirable
If done properly it can highlight a community
Increased accessibility = community population could grow
New large businesses, creates access for large plots of land for
malls and stores
Keeps visitors/strangers out of community
Makes area look more developed
Less traffic on local roads is desirable
Greater highway access for the community may increase
population diversity
Create easier access to other places
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Table 2. Summary of Student Response Discussing Impact of Selected Projects (continued)
Question
How do you think a highway bypass project
would (could) hurt the social landscape in the
community?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student Responses
It wouldn’t
People would move out of town – downtown would become a
ghost town
Hard on those who must give up homes, buildings and land
Protests due to high cost
Environmental conflicts
Not as many people driving through
Less interest in community by outside people
Could cutoff/ divide community – create a slum on one side
No going back once it is built
Might cause community to become too clustered
Pollution
Unpopular traffic and appearance
High unemployment and depressed area
More traffic and pollution, less privacy
Could bring in undesirable people, drugs, etc.
Inadequate exits for local people
Smaller community may be more opposed than larger one

All students seemed to easily identify the positive impacts both projects would have. About 16
percent of responses indicated no negative impacts of the dam project while only 4 percent of
responses indicated negative impacts would not result from the highway by-pass project.
When identifying how a large dam could hurt the economy, many students considered the
economic loss due to land use loss or mentioned the economic effect if the dam failed. A few
identified the need to raise taxes to build it and the financial strain it might cause.
The social benefits identified for a large dam project included recreational opportunities, and a
sense of pride for the area. The negative impacts of such a project included destruction of the
natural environment, protests and debates and possibly a political nightmare. A few students also
considered that it would benefit others away from the area by providing water and electricity,
while not benefiting the local people to any great extent.
The second project students were asked to consider was a highway by-pass project in western
Pennsylvania. Students were generally familiar with several highway projects in the area and had
a fairly good understanding of the economic and social benefits, as they had been briefly discussed
in another class. When discussing how such a project could hurt the economy students
considered a number of possibilities. They considered the cost to build the road and its effect on
taxes, the impact of less traffic through town on local businesses, and the fact that job growth may
occur outside the area due to improved access away from the area.
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In discussing how such a project could hurt the social landscape of the area, students pointed out
a number of insightful observations. In addition to the increased traffic and environmental issues,
several students noted the highway could create a dividing line through the community. They also
noted that improved highway access could also result in more transient people passing through
town and degrading the community.

Video
After completing the survey and addressing the questions associated with the two projects,
students watched the PBS Building Big video on Dams.9 The video begins by discussing the
1889 Johnstown Flood, with which many local students are already familiar. The video then
presents interesting examples of how dams are related to the economic progress of growing
nations, highlighting the Aswan High Dam in Egypt, Hoover Dam in the U.S. and Itaipu Dam
between Brazil and Paraguay. The video discusses not only the benefits but also stresses the
damage dams and the large lakes they create can have on the surrounding environment, people
and their culture.
Student Assignment
The students then completed a two-part writing assignment. A copy of the assignment is in the
Appendix B. Based on the video, students discussed the advantages and disadvantages of dams
and how dams influence society and development. For the second half of the assignment students
considered a real project of their choosing and discussed the social, economic, and environmental
significance of the project within the local community, including both good and bad aspects.
Students were encouraged to discuss a project with which they were personally familiar from their
hometown or their summer work experience. The author provided a selection of local projects,
described in varying levels of detail, for student use. For some of the local projects, newspaper
articles were included for student use. Of the 25 students in the class, 12 selected projects of their
own choosing. The other 13 selected from the projects provided by the author. Of those
students, 7 discussed the selected project in more detail than was provided by the author,
suggesting that they were either familiar with the project themselves, or they did some research to
learn more about the project. As with other writing assignments in the course, students had their
essay peer-reviewed8 by a friend or classmate prior to final submission.
Class Discussion
A brief class discussion was used to highlight some of the social and economic impacts of various
projects students selected. In the discussion, it was emphasized that people in different situations
can have quite different perspectives on the positive and negative impacts of any given project.
Student Feedback
Students were asked to provide feedback on this assignment. Although students complained
about the amount of writing in the course, a number of them noted that they thought this
assignment was one of the most interesting and worthwhile assignments in the course. They
generally enjoyed the Building Big Video and added that the essay was a nice change of pace
from some other writing assignments. Several noted that this assignment got them thinking about
things in a new way or in a way they had not thought before. One student noted they thought
they understood the need and uses of dams, but really had never thought about the social impact
of these projects. This assignment helped them realize that there really is a lot to consider in
major civil engineering projects.
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One of the frequent comments made by students was that they liked being able to select their own
project for the assignment. They felt it allowed them to discuss something in which they had

genuine interest. In addition, almost all of the essays were noticeably well written indicating that
students took pride in their work and had likely made use of the peer-review process, as
requested.
Conclusions
Engineering technology students should possess an appreciation of the social and economic
impact of real-world engineering projects. A pre-assignment survey suggests that by their junior
year, a number of students are aware that civil engineering projects influence society and the
economy to some degree. To further develop their abilities in identifying and discussing these
issues, students in an undergraduate civil engineering technology course watched an interesting
video on dams and completed a subsequent writing assignment. In the writing assignment,
students discussed the advantages and disadvantages of dams and how dams influence society and
development. Students also selected a specific civil engineering project and discussed the social,
economic, and environmental significance of the project within the local community, including
both good and bad aspects. Many students took the opportunity to discuss projects of their own
interest. This suggests this assignment gave them more of an opportunity to express their
individual interests than other assignments in the course. Students generally liked the assignment
and thought it was a worthwhile learning experience in the course.
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1.

Appendix A - Initial Assessment Survey
Do not write your name on this sheet.
Please complete the following survey to assess your awareness of the influence of civil engineering projects on
society, communities and the economy.
1.
1
Agree

I feel that I am generally aware of the impacts civil engineering projects have on society and the economy
2
3
4
5
Disagree

2.
1
Agree

Most large civil engineering projects have little to no impact on society or a community
2
3
4
5
Disagree

3.
Most large civil engineering projects have little to no impact on the economy beyond those employed in
design and construction
1
2
3
4
5
Agree
Disagree
For the two scenarios presented, briefly respond to the following questions
A large dam is to be constructed in rural area of a developing nation to create a large lake to provide water for
irrigation and for generating electricity
4.
How do you think such a dam would help the developing nation’s economy?
5.

How might such a project hurt the economy?

6.

How do you think building this large project would benefit the social landscape of the developing nation?

7.
How do you think building this large project would (could) hurt the social landscape of the developing
nation?
A highway bypass project is proposed around a community in western PA
8.
How do you think a highway bypass project would help the local economy?
9.

How do you think a highway bypass project would hurt the local economy?

10.

How do you think a highway bypass project would benefit the social landscape in th e community?

11.

How do you think a highway bypass project would (could) hurt the social landscape in the community?

Appendix B - Assignment
CET 1131 – Soils Engineering
October 28, 2002

Professor Rose

Social Implications of Civil Engineering Projects
Watch the “Building Big Video” on DAMS. Write a two to three page essay (DUE MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25)
briefly addressing the following issues:
•
The advantages and disadvantages of dams
•
How dams influence society and development
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In addition to the above, consider one of the scenarios described below, or choose a local civil engineering project
that you are familiar with, either in the Johnstown area or near your hometown, and briefly discuss the effects of
this project on the local community. This might include discussion of the social, economic and environmental
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significance of the project within the local community. Discuss both the good and bad impacts these projects
might have.
•
A large landfill in a small community in Somerset County employs 25 full-time employees and imports
about 70% of its waste material from outside Pennsylvania. The landfill is not located directly off an interstate
highway, but is accessible from state routes through the community. For each of the 580,000 tons of waste dumped
at the landfill each year, the county receives $1.38 from the landfill owner and the local township gets $1.59. The
landfill will be operated for approximately 30 years. (Two articles on Landfills are attached).
•

The Route 56 west end by-pass in Johnstown (www.route56westend.com)

•
AMD & ART is working to improve the coal region of west central PA by cleaning up acid mine drainage
(AMD) and developing community assets. The attached article and their web site: http://www.amdandart.org/
provide much additional information about their work and philosophy and can be utilized if you choose.
•
A power plant in the Laurel Highlands that will burn coal mine waste (boney piles) from throughout
Cambria, Somerset, Westmoreland and Indiana Counties
•
A project to install sanitary sewer lines in a rural part of Westmoreland County is required by PA DEP to
improve the water conditions in Loyalhanna Creek and its tributaries. Many homes in the community are close to
40 years old and are mostly owned by their original owners who are typically retired and on fixed incomes. Up to
this point, each home had its own septic system (sand mound). A number of new homes nearby have been built in
recent years and have strained the capacity of the ground to effectively treat household sewage before it reaches
nearby streams. In addition, light industrial and commercial development on a nearby state highway can not occur
without the sewer line. As a result, DEP is requiring the town extend a sewer line into this area and that all homes
and businesses, new and old be tied into the new sewer line. State grants and low interest loans can be used to pay
for the design and installation of the sewer line. Each homeowner has one-year to connect to the sewer line. The
must use Sewer Authority approved contractors and the average cost is about $1500 to complete and test the
connection. In addition, each homeowner will now have to pay a sewage bill of approximately $15 per month.
•
PADOT is widening Route 219 to three lanes in each direction from Scalp Avenue to Galleria Drive. The
widening will move the highway closer to some homes and businesses. The project requires replacement of the
Oakridge Drive bridge (currently underway) and the Route 56 Expressway bridge over Route 219 in Richland
Township near the Galleria shopping mall.
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